
Summary:   Smart Costume NBSG – Nitinol Based Smart Gauntlets There are thousands of people in the world who are 

suffering from physical illnesses and they need assistance to continue their physical life. Our idea is to create a smart 

costume that will help people with different disabilities and other type of physical issues to improve their physical 

conditions and still be able to move. In the presented research and invention, we are using – smart material Nitinol. 

The idea behind the innovation is that we will create a costume that will remember a human’s movement and will set 

in motion by conducting power of Nitinol. Why Nitinol? Because it has “Shape memory” effect, this can “remember” 

the information and use that information in the future. By amplifying some current to nitinol, it will heat up and return 

to the “remembered” shape and by easy mechanics and controller, we can adjust its power, speed and other 

parameters to every user perfectly. While working on NBSG we conducted several experiments and already have some 

results and based on our data, we can say that the innovation has following advantages:  

1. The specially designed innovational new type of artificial muscle - “Tension Nitinol muscles (TNM)” that help a 

human to start movement and bring it into motion with significant power, response time and speed.  

2. While using Nitinol, we tested out that new type of Nitinol – NiTiCu is better to use, as there is copper in it that 

makes it more easy conductor. Especially, significant results were occurred after combining NiTi with NiTiCu.  

3. For easy using for everyone, we crated NBSG-app, simply controllable suit by every client via Bluetooth. 

4. The special methods of using Nitinol so that the most of Nitinol disadvantages can be ignored. For instance, simply 

designing code with enough time session programed for resting (cool down) to avoid Nitinol hysteresis problem.  

   We can conclude that the idea has a big potential to be modified and advanced, implemented in different industries, 

including sport, entertainment and even more. 

   Smart Costume has a potential to have a huge social impact and can change the rehabilitation process of a human 

while having physical issues, create personal, individual program for every individual, and assist in the complex process 

of recovery. We found that while live in a pandemic, people did not have access to the sport facilities and spaces. The 

Smart Costume could be a helpful tool while exercising at home, as it helps humans to bring muscles into motion 

macules and thanks to Nitinol can act as a compact fully adjustable training machine. It will be interesting to use in VR 

industry and improve current „Tesla-gloves” concept for everyone gaining capability to feel virtual objects and dive 

more into VR worlds. 


